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Envision a professional installation of design driven commercial flooring and most likely 
PAR Flooring, Inc. was behind the concept for the project’s interior package. The “secret 
sauce” behind the success of PAR Flooring, Inc. and PAR Solutions, Inc. is their ability to 
value engineer commercial finishes to increase performance, while decreasing construction 
and maintenance costs. Karen Rossilli-Kiefer and “TEAM PAR” have earned the title 
“The Educated Dealer” in the commercial real estate industry for being a respected ROI 
Expert. From flooring solutions to interior design boards, bid leveling and value engineering 
services, PAR has the experience to add value to your next project through cost-controlled 
interior design. Since 1992, this Certified WBE & SBE Contractor has put their clients’ 
needs above all by utilizing a team approach, driven by client experience management. PAR 
enjoys uncovering the challenges which prevent a project from moving forward and fixing it 
through creative cost controls. Centrally located in Morristown, NJ, PAR Flooring, Inc. & 
PAR Solutions, Inc. service the entire State of NJ and NYC Metropolitan.

Karen Rossilli-Kiefer, PAR Flooring, Inc.
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While Dr. Linda E. Stone may be familiar to many as the genius behind Gentle Caring 
Dentistry and the architect of some of the nicest smiles in the area, she is also dedicated to 
providing support and encouragement for professional women interested in starting their 
own careers.

Dr. Stone is a true entrepreneur and was at the fore- front of women in the dental 
industry when she began her career path in1982. She saw the need for a new kind of dentist, 
a doctor empathetic and compassionate enough to work with patients who experience 
significant stress and anxiety when visiting the dentist. As a consequence of their fears, these 
patients avoid needed care and suffer both physically and socially. Seeing a chance to help 
those patients change their lives for the better inspired Dr. Stone to open Gentle Caring 
Dentistry in the 90’s.

In her new practice, she combined her cosmetic dentistry skills with her unique 
understanding of patient concerns to provide an environment in which the most nervous 
patients are able to relax and receive much needed care without pain or fear. Since then, she 
has been responsible for helping people regain control of their lives by providing them with 
the smile of their dreams.

Linda Stone, gentle Caring Dentistry
The Possibilities are Endless
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